
Guidelines for Engineering Technology lessons 

 

Scenario 1: Conditional re-opening on 30th Sept but with social distancing 

measures in place, and in stages. 

Scenario 2: Opening of schools on 30th Sept with all students in class as originally 

planned 

Scenario 3: Re-opening schools in Jan 2021 or later 

 

  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Year 9 
Syllabus here can be 

delivered normally 

assuming that students 

are exposed to the 

same amount of time 

for each subject.   
If contact time is to be 

reduced – lessons 

should focus on the 

practical aspects while 

the theoretical parts 

can be delivered 

online or flipped 

classroom method. 
Therefore, when the 

students meet 

physically their 

teachers lesson should 

focus on the practical 

aspect.  The 

theoretical aspect is to 

be covered online. 

Here all the 3 groups 

can follow the normal 

setup as before the 

pandemic 

Lesson are to start in 

September 30th 

online.  Lessons are to 

be timetabled and a 

common platform is to 

be used.  Teachers can 

attend to schools and 

deliver the lesson from 

the workshop/ class / 

lab 

accordingly.  Students 

can follow from home. 

During this period 

theoretical aspects of 

the subject are to be 

covered; teacher can 

still show practical 

demos especially since 

lesson is being 

delivered from school. 

When schools re open 

then teaching can 

focus on the practical 

aspects. 

Year 10 

Year 11 

  

Scenario 1   

Hygiene:  

Practical aspect in vocational and applied routes is imperative, lessons 

cannot do without hands on and without hands on the scope of the subject 

will be lost.  
Cleaning of workshops:  This must be done with caution.  One should be 

careful re the usage of cleaning agents especially when it comes to 

specific surfaces.  Time should be allocated for the cleaning of the 

workshop after each lesson.  Students can do their share but a 

professional in the sector should be given enough time to conduct a 

professional job. 
Solvents which are considered as abrasive are to be avoided where 

possible especially with measuring tools or with tools that have friction 

contact surface such as pillar drills, lathe, milling etc. 
Hand tools and small power tools should be wiped after usage.  
PPE should be used according to the exercise being conducted.  PPE that 

is normally used for practical task is to be washed after each practical task 

and not left in workshops as normally happens. 



Given the circumstance a well-ventilated workshop is more important 

than ever.  This can be done by opening windows and / or my mechanical 

means. 
  

Assessment:  

This must take place in consultation with Matsec since they are the 

awarding body.  Assessment which involves writing can easily be carried 

out via computer that is soft copy rather than on printed material.  This 

will facilitate handling, correction, IV and EV. 

  
 
 


